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WELCOME

CHAIR OF ASSIST'S LETTER
Welcome to our first newsletter. We hope you like the catchy new title:
The Facilitator!
As I have said at many ASSIST FM meetings over the last year – we are here to
help each other, to share ideas and to stimulate thought. That’s the point of
this newsletter – we are not in competition with each other – rather we should
be sharing what we do well.
This newsletter features a really terrific interview with our Keynote speaker
from the Conference, DR Catherine Calderwood. We also have features on the
2016 conference, the ASSIST Scottish School Cook of the Year competition, and,
a feature on Dumfries & Galloway’s Naturally D&G brand. As well as that we
have industry and supplier news.
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Remember this is your newsletter so if you would like us to feature a specific
bit of news or a feature on an area that you may be interested or work in please
contact me at;

The biggest ever ASSIST FM conferece took

The CMO gets tough on the obesity challenge.

Welcome to ASSIST's new shared provenance

As always we welcome your feedback – and for the next issue we’d like to
feature a correspondence section so please don’t hesitate to get in touch.
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Hear from some of our partner suppliers as

Read all about Scottish School Meals Week,

they introduce new initiatives.

coming to a school near you!
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EVENTS | Assist Conference

There were so many
highlights that it was
difficult to pick out
any in particular.
The speakers were all
individually superb, but
overall they made the
Thursday morning fly by.
Special congratulations

Butchers, Planglow,
Friesland Campina,
Handmade Speciality
and Kerry Foods
attended their first

new suppliers – Radnor
Hills, First Milk, Osprio,
Strathmore Foods,
Capital Power Clean,
Gopak, Simon Howie

National Chair Award
Brakes Scotland

ASSIST FM exhibition,
and they were all busy
for the four hours.
The exhibition was

Vickery, the Michelinstarred chef who gave
a masterclass on gluten
free cooking, and Colin
Gregor, ex captain of
Scotland 7’s rugby team.
There were 60 exhibitors
(11 new to ASSIST FM this
year) and a new award
for Council and Supplier
innovation, to tie in
with the Conference’s
theme of ‘The Year
of Innovation’.
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ASSIST Conference 2016 — The Awards

The exhibition had a real
buzz about it. Eleven

CONFERENCE
2016

he biggest
ever ASSIST
FM Conference took
place in Glasgow
25-26th August 2016.
Speakers at the
seminars included Dr.
Catherine Calderwood,
Chief Medical Officer
of Scotland, Josh
Littlejohn, co-director
of Social Bite, Phil

Two school pupil teams
from Busby Primary and
Stirling High Schools
also presented their
school food initiatives to
the Conference.

ASSIST FM

T
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Photo: Winner Brakes Scotland

Cleaning Team of The Year
(sponsored by Unico)

New Cumnock Primary and
Early Childhood Centre
East Ayrshire Council

Photo: Winner New Cumnock Primary

followed by a gluten
free masterclass by Phil
Vickery, sponsored
by Unilever.

should go to the pupils
from Busby Primary
and Stirling High who
presented effortlessly
to the packed room.
Keith Breasley made
a fun and rather
unconventional
appearance when
introducing the
Innovation Award
finalists, and each
of the supplier and
council presenters stuck
rigidly to their 5 minute

The Gala Dinner grace
was cause for surprise
when Glen Cunningham,
a third year student at
The Royal Conservatoire
in Glasgow, stood and
gave a rendition of ‘Bring
Him Home’ from Les
Miserables. This was
swiftly followed by a
flash mob dance (to
Mark Ronson’s ‘Uptown
Funk’, featuring the
ASSIST FM Committee
and some ‘selected’
partner suppliers and

presentations, each
worthy of winning
the award.
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THE BEST YET?

Catering Team of The Year
(sponsored by Green Gourmet)

Arran High School
North Ayrshire Council

School Crossing Patroller
of the Year
Jean McPhillimy
Dreghorn Primary
North Ayrshire Council

Photo: Winner Arran High School

Photo: Winner Dreghorn Primary

EVENTS | Assist Conference
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ASSIST Conference 2016 — The Awards

ASSIST Conference 2016 — The Awards

Scottish School Cook
of the Year Award
WINNER

Council Innovation Award
East Renfrewshire Council

(School Holiday Feeding Programme)

(sponsored by Muller Milk Ingredients)

Maria Millar
East Lothian Council

Supplier Innovation Award
Unilever Food Solutions

Scottish School Cook
of the Year Award
SECOND
(sponsored by Muller Milk Ingredients)

Mandy McAulay
Fife Council

Photo: Winner Unilever Food Solutions
Photo: Second Place Mandy McAulay

Scottish School Cook
of the Year Award
THIRD

WILL YOU BE A WINNER NEXT YEAR?
The ASSIST FM Awards acknowledge excellence in the given field of local authority

(sponsored by Muller Milk Ingredients)

Paul Hodson
Scottish Borders Council

Photo: Winner East Renfrewshire Council

Photo: SCOTY Winner Maria Millar

departments and suppliers alike, honouring the hard work put in day in and day out be
Photo: Third Place Paul Hodson
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everyone involved.
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Interview

Dr Catherine Calderwood | September 2016

Dr. Catherine
Calderwood

Photo: Catherine Calderwood

01. What are the main issues
we have regarding obesity in
Scotland at the present time?

We met with Dr Catherine
Calderwood, Chief Medical Officer for
Scotland, and Keynote speaker at the
ASSIST Conference, to get her views
on the obesity epidemic in Scotland.

03. Is trying to inform the public
about the negative impact of
obesity on health enough?

long-term self-interest. Therefore no single
solution such as education will create
sufficient impact to reverse obesity. What
is needed is multiple interventions which

It is the scale of the problem in Scotland

It is important, as is helping people

change our environment and culture to assist

which is significant. We have an obesity

understand their own need to eat better,

and support people to make those healthy

epidemic with the latest figures from

eat less and be more active to support their

choices if we wish to be effective in reversing

the 2014 Scottish Health Survey showing 65%

own health. However we know the causes of

of adults aged 16 and over being overweight,

obesity are complex encompassing biology

of who 28% were obese For children aged 2

and behaviour and set within a cultural,

to 15 this was around one in six (17%) at risk of

environmental and social framework.

being obese while a further 14% were at risk

While personal responsibility plays a part

of being overweight.

Dr Catherine Calderwood | September 2016

action, including reformulation, improved

central purpose of schooling and Health

labelling, rebalancing promotions and

and Wellbeing in Curriculum for Excellence

increasing consumer awareness, if it is to have

is the responsibility of all, it is hard to see

a meaningful impact on Scotland’s diet.

how these duties could be achieved without

05. What role can the food industry
or the government take?

the support and input of caterers. Better
Eating, Better Learning encourages everyone
involved with school food provision and
education to work more closely with each

There is considerable scope for action across

other to drive further improvements. Every

the public, private and voluntary sectors – and

school and local authority will have different

both industry and the Scottish Government

strengths and challenges so it is vital that each

have a leading role to play. Good work is

local area explores how best their caterers

underway – the Healthy Living Award and

and educationalists can work together with

school meals are just two examples - but

parents, pupils and wider community to

it’s clear that more is needed, particularly in

ensure that our children and young people are

relation to the food environment, to deliver

making the best choices possible to help them

the step change required to reverse current

live longer healthier lives.

consumption trends. The food and drink
industry is particularly well placed to take
effective action to support consumers to
make healthier choices across the whole

07. What are the main issues
affecting obesity out-with the school
gates?

food journey, from advertising and in-store
promotions to product reformulation and

Whilst we’ve made excellent progress

provision of training for staff. We want to

with school meals, many children and

the present situation.

work with industry to achieve this. The recent

young people still choose to leave school at

success with salt demonstrates what can be

lunchtime to buy food from nearby outlets.

04. What do you think the proposed
Sugar tax will achieve?

achieved when we work collaboratively. We

However, unlike schools, the food and drink

now need to see this same innovation and

available from these outlets is not required

commitment applied across a much broader

to meet nutritional regulations and is, more

in weight gain, human biology is being

It’s clear that action is needed to reduce

range of action to support healthier diets.

often than not, high in fat, salt and sugar.

overwhelmed by the effects of today’s

our sugar intake. Sugar consumption

As Government, we are continuing to work

Clearly this disparity needs to be addressed.

‘obesogenic’ environment, with its abundance

amongst children and adults remains far

with the food industry and other partners

Everyone has a role to play and we want

of energy dense food, motorised transport

above recommended levels - 12% against

to encourage people to eat a healthy diet

to work with all partners - schools, local

and sedentary lifestyles. In effect creating a

a target of 5% with 11 – 18 year olds the

through a range of initiatives – such as our

authorities, retailers and caterers - to look at

Because obesity can reduce people’s

cycle where the preference and demand for

biggest consumers of sugar sweetened

Eat Better Feel Better marketing campaign,

what action they can take to better support

overall quality of life, create a strain on

unhealthy products are not only shaped by

beverages. The introduction of a sugary

the introduction of free school meals, and our

children to make healthier choices both within

health services and lead to illness and

the environment, but lead to environmental

drink levy is a welcome step, however it

Healthy Living Programme.

and outwith schools. Our Beyond the School

premature death due to its association with

changes that further encourage consumption

cannot alone address the levels of obesity

serious chronic conditions such as type 2

of unhealthy foods. This cycle makes it

in the country. The levy needs to be taken

diabetes, cardiovascular disease (including

difficult for people to act in their own

forward as part of a broader package of

02. Explain to us why you’re
interested in obesity in particular.

hypertension and stroke), and a range of
cancers. It is also linked to infertility in
women and impotency in men. As well as
a vast range of health harms, overweight
and obesity have significant financial costs.
Current estimates suggest the annual cost of
obesity in Scotland range from £0.9 billion to

Better Eating, Better Learning encourages
everyone involved with school food provision
and education to work more closely with each
other to drive further improvements.

£4.6 billion per year.
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06. In terms of the school meals
service are there any areas you
would like school meal operators to
highlight to their customers?

Gates guidance provides practical advice for
key partners to positively influence the food
environment around schools through a range
of actions including healthier marketing and
promotions, stay on site and staff training.

08. Could caterers work better
with educationalists to affect
change, and how?
There are many excellent example of
caterers and educationalists working
together to deliver consistent messages
about food and health in schools. The
Schools Health Promotion Act makes health
promotion a central purpose of schooling
and Health and Wellbeing in Curriculum
for Excellence is the responsibility of all, it
is hard to see how these duties could be
achieved without the support and input of
caterers. Better Eating, Better Learning
encourages everyone involved with school
food provision and education to work more
closely with each other to drive further
improvements. Every school and local
authority will have different strengths
and challenges so it is vital that each local
area explores how best their caterers and
educationalists can work together with
parents, pupils and wider community to
ensure that our children and young people
are making the best choices possible to help
them live longer healthier lives.

09. What goals would be
acceptable?
The self-evaluation tool in Better Eating,
Better Learning has been designed
specifically to support goal setting. Every
school will have different strengths and
challenges so it is important that caterers
and educationalists, along with other key
stakeholders, use the self-evaluation tool
to review current practice and use that
information to set goals and prioritise
action. Ultimately the goals that are
acceptable are the ones that will support
your school to deliver the best school food

There are many excellent example of caterers

provision and food education that they can.

and educationalists working together to
deliver consistent messages about food

NEXT UP

and health in schools. The Schools Health
Promotion Act makes health promotion a

The Assist Conference 2016
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SPOTLIGHT | SCOT'S ORIGIN
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A

S many of you know,
we wanted ASSIST
FM to become
much more innovative, and
especially to look at how all
councils could get together
– we’re not in competition
with each other after all –
and ASSIST FM wanted to
create a shared brand.

BORN AND BRED
IN SCOTLAND.

We’d like to introduce you to a dog! He’s a very
friendly Scottish dog. The reason we want to
introduce you to him is that you will, hopefully
see him a lot over the next few years.
The brand we have created is not just for
councils – it’s also for suppliers. The brand
highlights Scottish Provenance but in a way
that doesn’t fight against what individual
councils are doing – whether your have your
own individual provenance brand, such as
Dumfries & Galloway’s ‘Naturally D&G’ or for
those using the ‘Food For Life’ accreditation.
This is a brand that can be used in addition,
alongside your other marketing activities.

12
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WHY DID WE USE A TERRIER FOR OUR
SCOTTISH LOCAL PROVENANCE MARK?
He's an independent and stubborn little
Scottish character!
Scottish Terriers are sensitive to praise.
Independent and intelligent they are an
excellent watchdog and a perfect companion.
The First Earl of Dumbarton nicknamed the
breed "the diehard".
They have been owned by a variety of
celebrities, including the 32nd President of
the United States, Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
whose Scottie "Fala" is included with FDR in a
statue in Washington, D.C.
But overall we just love the way the Scottish
Terrier looks and we think he's the perfect
character to hang our Scottish provenance
mark on.
If you want to use the Scot's Origin logo on any
of your promotional material let us know.

We want it to go on anything from packaging
to promotional material and even on products
if applicable.
So let us introduce you to
our new brand:

13
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ALL THE LATEST
FROM OUR
PARTNERS AND
SUPPLIERS!
IMPACT FUSION
IS HERE!

I

ntroducing ‘Impact Fusion’
- The next generation of
Impact: ‘Impact Fusion’ is a
completely new platform and indeed, a
completely new solution fusing together
cashless catering, online payments and
identity management as best of breed
technologies from CRB Cunninghams.
Re-designed from the ground up with central
management and control, impact Fusion uses the
SQL Database and choice of hosting options.
Impact Fusion provides operators with a fully flexible

SUSO*

NEW KID ON THE BLOCK
BONNET PRECIPAN

Hobart Cooking Solutions introduces the multifunctional twin Bonnet Precipan to
school caterers – the perfect solution for kitchens short on space. This amazing piece
of equipment can be used to fry, grill, pan work, simmer, sauté, braise, steam and
boil, allowing schools to dispense with independent cooking units such as a sous-vide
and regeneration units.

being taken in a particular revaluation unit”, “how much
has been taken in on-line payments”, “what’s the best
seller today”.
The reporting suite allows drag and drop features as
well as being able to carry out ad-hoc queries on the
data without the need to be a programmer! Visual
displays using charts, graphs and cross-tab pivots
gives management information at their fingertips to
make informed decisions on the school meal service.
iPayimpact will be included in the impact Fusion
package; giving customers an all-in-one offering to
give parents the facility to pay for all education related
services such as meals, trips, shop items, clubs and
much more.

SUSO* sees continuous year
on year growth through the
schools of the UK, offering
trendsetting teens a
premium quality range with
true credibility.

Our new flavour range consists of:
Forest Fruits, Mango & Passion Fruit, Orange &
Mandarin, Apple & Elderflower, Lemon & Lime

Recipe redevelopment for 2016 delivers
aspirational appeal for teens, offering
newly developed flavours blending
familiar flavours from crushes with
sophisticated flavours to enhance the
SUSO* proposition.

Photo: SUSO new flavoured Soda

LAUNCH OF
BRAKES SCOTLAND
KEEPS IT LOCAL

The Bonnet Precipan offers the greatest production capacity on the market with
eight cooking modes per well and the capacity to ensure a service of over 100 covers.
With three temperature zones per well school caterers can cook a multitude of
products simultaneously, at different temperatures, while a multi-timer calculates
the time remaining for each item giving consistent results from start to finish.

R

It is the perfect partner to the school kitchen favourite, the Bonnet Equator combi oven!
Photo: The Bonnet Precipan

Recognising the very unique

Since January 2016, Brakes Scotland

nature of the Scottish

has added £2.5million annualised sales

foodservice sector Brakes has

directly to the Scottish economy by

launched a new business entirely focussed on

Additional applications relevant to education sector can also be included;
ranging from electronic registration; door access control and many others!
To find out more about impact Fusion please contact :
trish.moore@crbcunninghams.co.uk

Scotland – Brakes Scotland. Promoting the
very best in Scottish produce, and working
with some of its foremost suppliers, Brakes
Scotland will be all about a passion for
sourcing local products.

DON’T GO GREY,
GO RED!

solution featuring the ability to create dashboards
to view live information as it happens – “how much is

| September 2015

H

obart’s iconic A200 planetary
mixer will be turning red. Tim
Bender, Sales Director – Hobart
Warewashing UK, says: “We want
to brighten up the typically grey

kitchen environment and are now offering the
Hobart Chilli Red Mixers at no extra cost and
available in 20, 30 and 40
litre capacities”

Hobart’s A200 is the most versatile
mixer on the market, with a 20 litre
capacity and 3 speed gearbox, it
is large enough to cope with most
requirements, but compact enough
to fit into the smallest footprint.
14
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Available as a floor standing or bench
mounted version. The A200 is a simple
single phase unit which comes with
built-in timer, stainless steel bowl,
beater, whip and hook as standard.
Photo: Hobart A200

Demonstrating a real investment in the
local economy Brakes Scotland employs
over 600 staff and have partnerships
with more than 60 Scottish suppliers. It
will have its very own purchasing team
based in Scotland and serve in excess of
11,000 customers via multi temperature
distribution from Inverness, Oban,
Dundee and a new facility in Newhouse.
Brakes Scotland is led by Operations Director,
John McLintock, who has over 20 years’
experience in the Scottish foodservice sector
and says: “We already supply over 340 Scottish
lines and our focus will be on continuing to
grow this number, providing our customers
with fantastic local produce – such as Scottish
Meat, Poultry, Fish and Dairy - and helping
them to bring these products to life on their
menus in pubs, restaurants, hotels, schools
and foodservice businesses across Scotland.”
15
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procuring products such as a fantastic
dairy range from Bridge of Allan based
‘Graham’s Dairies’ and bringing on brand
new suppliers such as crisp company
‘Mackie’s at Taypack’, who are based in
Errol, Perthshire.
One of Scotland ’s greatest assets is its
fantastic produce and at Brakes Scotland
we realise there is increasing focus on the
quality of what's on customers’ plates and
an interest in the history and provenance
behind the meal. Over the coming months
we will be identifying new Scottish
suppliers and focusing on creating a
brilliant Scottish range that will provide
our customers with the traceability and
provenance that they want and allow
them to add value to their menus.
Below are some relevant links:
http://www.mackiescrisps.co.uk/items/
Latest/mackieshttp://www.heraldscotland.com/business/
markets_economy/14374012.Graham_s_
The_Family_Dairy_wins_Brakes_
Scotland_supply_deal/?ref=rss

N
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SOIL ASSOCIATION
SCOTLAND

C

atering Mark successes and seminars
Aberdeen City Council has become
the second local authority caterer in

Scotland to gain the Food for Life Scotland Silver
Catering Mark award. The council provides 7781
meals daily across a number of locations and this

Scottish School Meals week will run from 31st
October to the 4th November. It’s the first time
in 5 years that we have held this promotion
and we want ‘you’ to get involved – either in all
promotions or some of them.

achievement demonstrates their commitment to
serving fresh and nutritious meals made with local and
organic ingredients.
Aberdeen City Council is one of many local authorities
across Scotland that have worked with Food for Life
Scotland to achieve their Catering Mark award. At least
75% of food on Catering Mark menus is freshly prepared
from scratch on site or in a local kitchen. Feedback says
achieving the award is a great boost for staff morale.

Photo: Aberdeen City Council Catering Team

If you want play a part in transforming food culture
and help Scotland become a Good Food Nation we

To find out more…

can help. The Catering Mark lets your staff, pupils and

Join us for a short seminar to hear more about the Catering Mark and how we can

parents know that the food you serve is fresh, healthy,

help you meet your sustainable procurement duties and achieve the high quality of

sustainable and nutritious. It’s a recognised mark of

food you want to serve. We’ll be in Glasgow on 23rd September (register here) and

quality that gives an independent seal of approval to

Edinburgh on 27th September (register here). The events are free, but please register.

the hard work you do. We’re here to help you achieve
the high quality of food you want to serve and we can

SCOTTISH SCHOOL
MEALS WEEK

Get in touch with me, Sarah Duley at sduley@soilassociation.org or 0131 666 2474.

support you at every step.

The Catering Mark is not just about
schools. We can help you ensure that
fresh, sustainable food is always on
the menu in care homes, community
meal and early years settings. We can
provide free support to help your local
authority achieve a Catering Mark
award in any sector.

Allan Doig
It is with much sorrow that we heard about
the passing of Allan Doig from Aberdeenshire
Council. Allan died after a short illness. He
was an ASSIST committee member for 4 years,
and although he had left the committee in
the last year, he was a great supporter of the
Association. He will be sadly missed.
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All the infoformation on the
promotions can be found on our
Scottish School Meals website:
www.scottishschoolmeals.co.uk
On the Monday we will be featuring
menus from our Scottish School
Cook of The Year final - sponsored
by Muller Milk Ingredients - you can
do whatever menus you like – they
could be your menus if you took part
– or any of the finalists. Of course it
would be good to feature the winner
who was Maria Miller from East
Lothian and her menu of, Chicken
Enchiladas with Coleslaw and a
Strawberry Cheesecake.
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On the Tuesday Quorn have
given us two recipes to try out a
Meat Free Day. Quorn Mince in a
Spicy Tomato Sauce and Quorn Tikka
Massala.
On the Wednesday we will be
highlighting a promotion that
will be coming to you very soon –
The Great Scottish Bake Off
sponsored by Unilever. We will also
be showcasing one of Phil Vickery’s
gluten free recipes.
On Thursday we’ll be highlighting
the winner of the Big Brakes
Scot Pot Challenge – information
on this will be available on our
website and is currently being
promoted to school pupils by SFDF
and Education Scotland.
And finally on Friday we will be
holding a charity day for Social Bake
– we’ll be creating a series of poster
for you depending on how you want
to carry out this charity collection and
on what products – so we need you to
tell us what you want to do. After the
talk at the ASSIST conference by Josh
Littlejohn I think you’ll agree that we
could all do a lot more when it comes
to corporate and social responsibility!

The campaign will also be
supported by a Scotland-wide
social media campaign, so please
support this ASSIST initiative
and get involved!

FEATURE | NATURALLY D&G
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WE CREATED THE BRAND BECAUSE WE
WANTED TO SHOW A COMMITMENT TO
OUR LOCAL AREA
-Alan Mawson

NATURALLY D&G
Linked to provenance is the issue of food miles.

We asked Alan Mawson to tell
us more about Dumfries &
Galloway’s local provenance
brand Naturally D&G.

Dumfries & Galloway is one of a few councils in Scotland
who have a central store operation which ensures that
they don’t have to ask suppliers to deliver across the

We introduced Naturally D&G because we

Alan explains, ‘We wanted to start a dialogue

really believed that it was important for the

with suppliers across D&G – if they were

area we live in, not just for our customers but

interested in supplying to us we wanted them

also for our suppliers. We have our central

to get in contact.

stores, which help us cut down food miles,

Photo: Alan Mawson

and we would love to get to the point where

Local provenance is important to us at

a large percentage of the foods we serve

Dumfries & Galloway Council and our

comes from our area."

Naturally D&G brand shows that we are
committed to Dumfries & Galloway’s food

"

Since the launch of Naturally D&G the council

and drink industry and we will try wherever

have approached a number of organisations

possible to source our food and drink from

across the region. Now, not only do they get

local suppliers.’ Alan continues, ‘Our council

their eggs from Auchtralure eggs in Stranraer,

vision is to make Dumfries and Galloway the

"

their bread from Express Bakery

best place in Scotland to live, learn, work, visit

in Dumfries, their yoghurt from

and grow. ‘Naturally D&G’ is an important

HELPING CREATE A STRONG AND SUSTAINABLE

Rowan Glen in Newton Stewart,

strand in helping create a strong and

LOCAL ECONOMY

and their milk from Muller Milk

sustainable local economy that exploits our

NATURALLY D&G IS AN IMPORTANT STRAND IN

Ingredients (from cows milked on D&G
Farms), but they have agreed contracts with
much smaller suppliers – Hog 2 Roast, Finlay’s
Cream of Galloway, Galloway Lodge Preserves,
Galloway Smokehouse, Irving’s Homestyle
bakery, Barony Foods and The Galloway
Fudge Company.
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area’s advantages and resources.’

region. Rather they deliver to one store in Dumfries and
the council then delivers to all our buildings, cutting
greenhouse gases, food miles and costs.
Alan states, ‘we created the brand because we
wanted to show a commitment to our local area. The
brand is now across all our secondary schools and we
have created a Wee Dee gee cartoon aimed at our
primary school pupils to make them understand what
local provenance means. We have also created an
educational dvd for secondary school pupils. And as for
external catering, our event-catering brochure features
many of our suppliers, and our Merrick and Criffel
provenance buffets highlight everything that is best
about Dumfries and Galloway produce.
Alan is obviously proud of the brand and the reception it
has received all over the local authority area. ‘It was the
right thing to do and it has been so successful that other
areas of the council are wanting to follow our lead and
see how they can add a local dimension to their service.’

